From 03 to 04 of June, XIV Session of the Euro-Asian Law Congress “Law as a Value” was held in Ekaterinburg.

The conference is a scientific forum for researchers and scientists to exchange ideas in the field of corruption, legislation, anti-corruption policy, society, state as well as for industry professionals to discuss technical issues and its implementation.

The participants

Professional lawyers - scientists and practitioners - from the member states of the Eurasian Economic Community and the Shanghai Cooperation Organization, as well as politicians, representatives of state authorities and business are invited to participate in the work of the Congress.

Organization of the work of the Congress

The main form of the work of the Congress is the annual sessions, at which participants identify priority cooperation spheres. Expert groups work out particular theme and carry out research during the year. The results of this work are presented to the participants for discussion at the sessions of the Congress.

The formation of an expert network of the Congress that will allow the realization of research projects of the Congress with the involvement of a wider range of interested specialists is still continuing. The working languages of the Congress are Russian and English.

The structure of the Congress

The Executive Committee is formed to provide organizational and technical support to the work of expert groups during the intersessional period and to prepare annual sessions of the Congress. The composition of the Executive Committee is approved at the sessions of the Congress.

The Presidium of the Congress is formed for the purpose of holding annual sessions. The Presidium includes the heads of professional legal communities, interstate organizations, public authorities, prominent scientists and practitioners.

Within the framework of the conference, a number of issues related not only to law, but also to intercultural and international interaction at the level of states and peoples were considered. These topics were considered in order to actualize the objectives of the conference and determine the vector of further development of the conference. The holding of round tables devoted to the consideration of these issues has contributed to increasing the effectiveness of European-Asian cooperation. Round tables were held on the following topics:

- International and intercultural interaction in the peoples of the East and the Arctic
- Issues of regional development in the context of transdisciplinary regionology: theory and practice.
Organizing Institutions

- Ural State Law University

In Cooperation with

- Sverdlovsk region government,
- Legislative Assembly of the Sverdlovsk Region,
- Yekaterinburg Administration,
- Yekaterinburg City Duma,
- Notary Chamber of the Sverdlovsk region,
- Consulate General of the Federal Republic of Germany,
- Ural Mining and Metallurgical Company,
- bar association "Regionservice",
- Gazprombank,
- SDM Bank,
- Attorneys at law "Urals Legal",
- Law Firm, "Enforce",
- EMUP TB "Yekaterinburg Public Catering",
- Ural State University of Architecture and Art.

Associate International Partners:

- Consulate General of the Federal Republic of Germany

Executive Committee

Co-chairmen:
Krasheninnikov Pavel Vladimirovich – Dr., Prof., Civil, Criminal, Arbitration and Procedural Legislation Committee Chairman of State Duma of Russian Federation (Moscow, Russia).
Bublik Vladimir Alexandrovitch – Dr., Prof., Rector, Ural State Law University, (Ekaterinburg, Russia).
Perevalov Victor Dmitrievich – Dr., Prof., European-Asian legal congress, Ural state legal university, (Ekaterinburg, Russia).

Regular members:
Berg Ludmila Nikolayevna – Dr., Vice-Rector of Ural State Law University, (Ekaterinburg, Russia).
Trakhimyonok Sergey Aleksandrovich – Dr., Prof., Institute of national security of Republic of Belarus (Belarus).
Khwan Leonid Borisovich – PhD, Ass. Prof., Tashkent State Legal Institute (Uzbekistan).
Yarkov Vladimir Vladimirovich – Dr., Prof., Ural State Law University (Ekaterinburg, Russia).
Trunk Alexander – Dr., Prof., Director, Institute of Eastern Europe of the University named after Christian Albrecht, Ural State Law University (Germany).
Vesna Riyavets – expert, University of Maribor (Maribor, Slovenia).
Dikshit Prasad Sengupta – PhD., Prof., Principal Advisor, National Institute of Public Finance and Policy (India).

Christophe Kumpan – Prof., University of Galle-Wittenberg (Galle, Germany).

Luis Eduardo Schuery – Prof., University of São Paulo (São Paulo, Brazil).

Na Li – expert, East China University of Political Science and Law, BRICS Network Institute of Law (China).

Nikola Tupanski – Dr., Prof., University of St. Cyril and Methodius (Macedonia).

Pasquale Pylone – Dr., Prof., Director, International Bureau of Fiscal Documentation, Professor, University of Economics Vienna, University of Salerno, Ural State Law University (Netherlands).

Kaudyrov Tolesh Erdenovich – Dr., Prof., Rector, Supreme Court Academy of Justice of the Republic of Kazakhstan (Kazakhstan).

Craig West – Prof., University of Cape Town (South Africa)

Mensa Koku Marius – PhD, Director, Institute for Global Family Business (Toronto, Canada).

Tjasha Ivantz – Ass. Prof., University of Maribor (Slovenia).

Paul Smith – Dr., Senior teacher, University of Pretoria (Pretoria, the Republic of South Africa).

Richard Gisen – Prof., University of Munich Ludwig-Maximilian (Germany).

William Butby – Prof., La Trobe University (Melbourne, Australia).

Zhang Baichun – Dr., Prof. (China).

Evert van der Zweerde – Dr., Prof. (Netherlands).

Emiliano Byes – Dr., Prof., University of Buenos Aires (Buenos Aires, Argentina).

Jarmo Keustinen – Dr., Ass. Prof., University of Eastern Finland (Finland).